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contributors

Elin Burgess is a Welsh student currently living 

in Texas. She writes regularly for The Brainstorm 

magazine, and spends much of her free time 

composing for her “Asteroid Strolls” music 

project.

elinburgess.tumblr.com

E B
Oly has no outstanding late fees at his local 

library and once favourited one of his own 

tweets. Once he stops playing so many video 

games he plans to bring out a couple of 

illustrated kid’s stories and some slick t-shirts.

olydarke.blogspot.co.uk

OD

Tom Wright is a passionate young man who 

really enjoys doing what he loves. Be it creating 

in the studio or kirchen. Some may call him 

eccentric, others, a friend. 

barnabymedia.wordpress.com

TBW ME

HP
An illustration student at Cardiff School of Art & 

Design, Danielle is driven to succeed in a career 

as an illustrator. She enjoys watching movies 

and walking with her sketchbook.

daniwillison.wordpress.com

DW
Hari Powell is a 24 year old musician and a poet 

from Swansea with a passion for the underdog. 

He is influenced by the likes of Dylan Thomas, 

Edgar Allan Poe and the Beat poets. His work 

can be found on Facebook. 

Melissa Edmunds is from Cardiff and is currently 

studying English and Creative Writing at Warwick 

University, and likes to look for people in poetry. 

She wants to develop poetry, prose and scripts 

that tackle human rights issues.

AW
Lucy Dickson is In her final year of study of 

Illustration. She takes inspiration from religious 

iconography, folk art, poetry and literature, 

with an aim is to express these themes using less 

literal visual language. 

 ldrawing.tumblr.com

LD
17 year old Alix Williams has loved photography 

since getting her first SLR camera on her 14th 

Birthday. It has become her main hobby and 

interest and she hopes to go on to study fashion 

photography after a foundation year in 2014.
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welcome
This is pass-it-on creativity. We want you to absorb the words and 
the images and give them to a friend, a work colleague or that 
cool looking girl behind you on the bus. Because we think that 
imagination shouldn’t sit in a drawer or end up in the recycling.

Hello and croeso to the first issue of 
Are You Lost Yet. If you are currently 
sitting on the toilet, don’t forget to 
flush. 

It was in the Spoken Word tent at 
Glastonbury when I decided that I wanted 
to put together a poetry zine. And after 
months of creative coffees, idea-thrashing 
and fund-hunting I was ready. I wanted to 
pair up young poets with photographers, 
illustrators and graphic designers to make 
something that reads well and looks great. 

We are all under twenty-five, we are all 
from or living in the Cardiff area and we all 
appreciate you picking this up.

In this age of the Retweet it is all too easy 
to miss out on properly engaging in the 
good stuff. Although we do have an 
online presence, I have always been more 
interested in getting this to you by hand 
and not on a screen. Print is apparently 

dying but I insist that there is still nothing like 
having something that you don’t need a 
wifi connection to enjoy.  

This is a free zine that will be given out by 
the people that helped put it together and 
I want a lot of young people to read it. If 
you know one, give it to them! Creativity 
is not pushed enough in our schools and 
poetry and art is not made as accessible 
as it should be. Hopefully these bits of 
paper will help a little bit to change that.

Happy reading! 
Tom Bevan, Editor

TB
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In a place where bird-song 
is casually interrupted by 
scrambling engines, 
Where ancient bottle dust 
glitters to the reflection of 
the hanging moon, 
Where the smooth smell of 
Spring smothered rubber 
covers the soft air, 
Where plastic colours 
camouflage in natures 
green, 

HP

the coast of kardomah 

Where the weekdays wait 
in apathy and the weekend 
welcomes millionaires, 
Where trolleys trail on 
tranquil beaches, breaching 
the code of branching trees, 
Where neglected needles 
dance with the dunes and 
passing clouds get high off 
the fumes, 

Where people and gull 
share a voice, 
and a local legend carries a 
black bag out of choice.

SC
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AW
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I am sick because I am allergic to this air.
I am sick because when I breathe it in
It doesn’t taste the way it should.

sick

It doesn’t taste like
The brakes of my bike or
The river, after rain
It doesn’t taste like you

It doesn’t taste like you
Lying in my arms,
Lost within my eyes,
Smiling with your back to me.

I am sick because when I breathe,
The world doesn’t taste

Like you.

EB
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KM

I didn't do anything,

I was just there.

He pulled a few

and things got out of hand.

I saw it, of course, 

it was on my doorstep.

It was on my doorstep, 

of course I saw it. 

Things got out of hand

and he pulled a few.

I was just there. 

I didn't do anything.

witness

N A
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away
We wear each other.
Each other’s rolled up shirts
dress alfresco grins
on thick thin tongues smudged
into the quick to fade spf 
25 tan lines we picked 
up yesterday behind the 
contemporary art
museum.

away

Slender in the shade
of a tree I don’t know 
the name giggles in this 
guidebooked city
where our heads throb 
with budget meal rucksack 
hopping off lined paths.
Retired american Nikonese 
school trip splatter,
river glimmer urban pulse of 
unfamiliar normal
and you pass me the water.

Later, in the hospital light of 
the hostel toilet we are dessert.
As ever we wear ourselves
you turn moles into freckles 
into I love your freckles
and lusty hand gentle eye 
glint tells me I’m away
 with the one
I dream with at home.

Living hums.

TB

away
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He would sit colouring pictures,
And watch coloured pictures move,
Eat and sleep, such peace of mind,
And his father would say,

“Be thankful for what you have – 
everyday,” 
So:
“Thank you father, for you have 
given,”

He would read tall stories, 
Imagine, and reach far, 
He would chase dreams
And his father would say,

“Be grateful for your freedom  - 
everyday,”
 And:
“Thank you Father, for you have 
given,”

He would study thick books, 
Watch T.V.
And talk to me,
And his father would say,

greed colossus 

“Be thankful you are not alone—
everyday,” 
Then: 
“Thank you Father, for you have 
given,”

Then 
He observed,
Ignorance blissfully broken,
Eyes elucidated,
Shouting so loud of the scenes 
unspoken,

“Father, do you see them?!”
“Why are they in pain?”
“Can’t you give them,”
“What you give to me everyday?”

“They have nothing!”
“Their freedoms, shackled,”
“And they sit alone,”
“Without a shadow to speak to,”

Father pondered the qualms
Looked to the horizon for an answer, 
Captured the bleakness of others,
 And he spoke,

A N
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DW

“I tried once, and 
stopped,”
“What was theirs,”
 “Was reaped by the 
colossus of greed,”
“Alas, the world’s 
imbalance is too heavy, 
even for me.”
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‘I’ve been drawing since I was 3. I’d draw 
anything from many-headed aliens to abstract 
representations of my toys, so looking back at my 
‘work’ it’s barely changed. 

I was never really a fan of my hometown Cardiff 
until I recently left for uni and realised there was a 
lot of cool stuff going on that had gone over my 
head. Typical!

I tend to see faces and creatures in lots of 
everyday objects, I’m pretty sure it’s called 
pareidolia, so I draw what I see most of time 
and twist it into my style. As for inspiration from 
other artists I’m a big fan of Jon Burgerman and, 
more recently, Zac Gorman’s work. Here Come 
The Aliens by Colin McNaughton was always my 
favourite childhood book so that accounts for 
most of what I drew as a kid. 

Half of the time I’m just doodling on scraps of 
paper but when I actually get down to it I like to 
my imagination run wild, normally with a fineliner 
or a biro followed by marker pens or watercolour. 
Mucking around with modelling clay is always 
great too. If I’ve the time and patience I’ll use a 
graphics tablet and experiment with a Charlie 
and Lola style of patchworking.

I would really love to get a children’s book (or 
two) and maybe a graphic novel out there. I’ve 
got tons of ideas and the time, but the publishing 
industry is quite a daunting place. Maybe I’ll start 
small with some photocopied comics in my local 
book/comic stores and see where it goes from 
there. I also wouldn’t say no to collaborating with 
other artists for a bit of fun.

The more you draw the better you’ll get. 
Experiment, make mistakes and have fun! Getting 
an art blog is also a great way to see your own 
progress and get feedback on it.”
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As the crystal light pierce,
The haze of your strive.

All the while, the skin is parched,
From the expression it has etched.
The faces of others burn an 
impression,
On the retina of our dreams.

Onward, onward, paths await.
We follow regardless
Of the kiss,
And it’s that burn of those faces,
We see to feed,
We see to touch,
We see to compel.

No matter, it is us,
Either side of 4:30am,
Either side of reality.

Us are not holders,
Greed of another kind
We drop, pick up,
Stumble, donate. 

the bliss of
stinging eyes

Of what possession?
The cuts in the crooks of my hand, a 
story.

Days, evenings, rooms, light, light, 
light.

A season of hours,
Forage for those hours,
In every corner, in every minute.

In search, we confuse conscience, 
but never concepts,
Apparently with an aim.

At last we stand up,
At last we observe,
At last we grow.
But only then we accomplish

Although we aren’t holders we seek 
company,
Only in addiction is this, alternatives 
occur.
In search of the next thrill,
To keep our eyes burning.

TE
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TE
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senses

NA

The look on your face when you draw:
quiet focus of a carpenter,
eyes wrapping up the world.
Lips, like a lover's, curled.

Your scent like nuts and wood smoke –
I'd buy it in six-packs.

The second-hand peanut butter in your kiss.

The night arm curling me close to acres of chest
like a refl ex arc.

Your face, a sun trap:
cracks absorb photons and send them 
hammering on my eyelids.
Crenellated forehead to creased cheeks
radiate, refract, 
rainbowing my scenery.

This landscape is nuclear.
This landscape is new, to me.

TM
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those 
who have known

MELD

Old eyes on a seamless face,
Uncomfortably out of place,
Seen too much, too soon,
As dull as a daytime moon,
Grown before their time,
Worn in their prime.
The tragedy of a mislaid youth,

When wisdom extends beyond 
tooth,
The premature experience,
Resulting in distance,
And instinct to retract,

From those with innocence intact.
Gracing a Kübler-Ross beguile
That brutally beautiful tired smile, 
Exterior juvenescence  inwardly 
aged,
The accelerated life chained and 
caged,
A battered mind from the soul’s 
ordeal,
To see centuries on the young, its 
own sur rea l.
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I make the flowers immortal
in a four walled cage to last me

through the next winter.

The sun is on my skin.
Blood rushes to my pores.

My tongue shyly peeks out,
to get a taste.

4 p.m. coffee shots.
A table full of babble.
In the reflection I see them, 

clumsy lips and bad hand 
coordination. 

And a man in a pink tutu outside
the café window.

Back home, my mother clears 
out the shed again.

I dig out the canvas and paints,
start another I know I won’t finish.

I climb the hill.
The grey skies and green leaves

blur on either side. 
My feet push against the tarmac.
At the top I find myself 
alone with a slab of rock 

and the anticipation 
of you.

DM

summer
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SC

AT THE TOP I FIND 
MYSELF ALONE 

WITH A 
SLAB OF ROCK 

AND THE 
INSPIRATION OF 

YOU.
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SD
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Underneath the table between us,
there is friction.
Our hands lie flat up top,
under arrest.
The words we need to say to each other
are halved
by the small sips of coffee
we repeatedly draw to our lips.

We take turns to talk.
And to look at one another.

Afterwards, we walk out 
and look in
through the window, at the others
and wonder how we did.

friction

DM

friction
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TM
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contributors

KM
Kait Mordey is a drifter; capturing memories with 

a camera that she could not bare to leave at 

home. Just as she could not fathom forgetting 

those memories. 

Tara McInerney is an illustration student from 

Limerick, Birmingham and Valencia. They now 

study in Cardiff, and like karate, coffee and 

queer theory.

www.taramcinerney.co.uk

TM

TE
A Welsh born student, now studying Law in 

Spain, Tudor Etchells enjoys capturing the harsh 

realities of life, whilst attempting to see through 

to the beauty that even the most woeful 

situations inhabit.

Siobhan is very new to photography so it’s 

too early to say anything about her style. The 

photographs used here were all taken on slide 

film and will contribute to a foundation diploma 

in photography.

www.flickr.com/photos/siobhanmphotography/

SCSD
Simeon Davies is a Cardiff-based illustrator 

whose interests include the figure of Harlequin, 

the poetry of T.S. Eliot and the music of Kate 

Bush. He is available for commissions. And also 

coffee. 

smilealthoughitwillhappen.tumblr.com

Durre is currently studying MA Creative Writing 

at Cardiff Met. She writes both prose and 

poetry. When she isn’t writing, she can be found 

at Open Mics and workshops around Roath.

 www.durremughal.wordpress.com

DM

AN
Arfat Nasser is an 18 year old who occasionally 

goes on poetic killing sprees when the mood 

strikes. Apart from murdering the sacred art 

of poetry, he likes to run. His favourite food is 

chicken nuggets. He highly recommends them.

Tom is a 19 year old performance poet, 

freelance arts reviewer, events promoter and 

frantic traveller from Cardiff. He drinks Rooibos 

tea and is a sucker for live music.

 www.tom-bevan.com 

TB



We love opinions:
Let us know @areyoulostyet

MODERN LIFE MODERN LIFE 
IS A 
CURIOUS CURIOUS 
ZOO.ZOO.


